Seven SPDK and 67 PGDK

By Jenne Lajun BP 7.10.2017

KOTA KINABALU: Minister in the Prime Minister’s Department Datuk Abdul Rahman Datuk Haji Dahan and Special Tasks Minister Datuk Teo Chee Kang are among seven recipients of the SPDK (Serikat Persekutuan Dewan Koperasi) which carries the title ‘Datuk Seri Panglima’. The other recipients of the award are Federal Territories Minister Datuk Teo Chee Kang Limus Jury and MCA Luyang district president Ladislaus Maluda.

The other recipients are Universiti Malaysia Sabah (UMS) vice chancellor Professor Dr D. Kamarudin D. Mudin, Universiti Malaya academician Professor Dr Danny Wong Tze Ken and Sabah Lawn Bowl Association president Ladislaus Maluda.

The other recipients are Haji Abdul Manap Bin Lakariba, Abdul Razak Bin Harris, Ahmad @ Asmat Bin Nangka @ Nungka, Ahmad Bin Haji Awang Hashim, Alexander Lo Su Hyen, Anthony Linggian @ Chong Yuk Ken, Awadnir @ Mohd Aruddin Bin Matanggai, Haji Awang Damit Bin Awang Anak, Catherine Mary Rose Sedomon, Chin Tet Fong, Dr Dayu Bin Sansalu, Dg Hjajah Balbangsa Datu Haji Bachitciyal, Eddie Bin Abdullah, Hajiung Jumang Binti Haji Latun @ Eyung Latun, Haji Hjajam Bin LAjah Alam, Hanafi Bin Abdullah, Dato Harun Bin Ismail, Haji Hussain Bin Kasau, Idrus Bin Shafie, Iskandar Datuk Haji Mohamed Kaus, Haji Ismail Bin Awadan, Ismarah Bin Maccasar, Jarhini Bin Datuk Mohd Don @ Johari Bin Datuk Mohd Dun, Haji Galidal Bin Rahim, James Thurlaratnam A/L Dr C Jeremiah, Jasni Bin Matlani, Johnny Tan Bin Kulai, Dr Joseph Ahiian, Kasmin Bin Awong, Kenneth Boon, Kwek Shee Liang @ Kwok Szu Liang, Ladiislaus Maluda, Liew Chee Keong, Ling Khooi Tiang, Lo Kin Tong, Lok Eow Chong, Maisuri Bin Besri, Maming Bin Staming, Melerji Bin Tais, Melvin Kiandee, Dr Haji Minggu Bin Jumaan, Haji Mohd Daud Bin Haji Aman, Haji Mohd Shariff Bin Ibrahim, Nagaraju A/L Applasamy, Patrick Chin Su Kiin, Penyuki Bin Matta, Haji Peter Govind @ Mohd Farid Abdullah, Dato Ramli Bin Haji Din, Haji Limin Bin Maidin, Roslan Bin Bihan, Saidon @ Saidun Bin Haji Kadis, Susan Chang Huan Soon, Laksamana Mdada Mato Pahlawan Syed Zahiruddin Putra, Syed Syed Osman, Haji Datin Dr Tarsiah TZ Taman, Venkata Chellam A/L Subramaniam, William Majinbon, Wong Kie Khiong @ Jimmy, Zainuddin Bin Abdul Wahab and Major General Dato Zulkapri Bin Ramat.

There are 14 Justices of Peace recipients this year. They are the chairman of the Sabah Rubber Industry Board, Chai Yun Kiong @Joseph Chai, Dr Edmon Guntis, Hairul Vaiyon Bin Othman, Datuk Harris Mathews, Kevin Koh Chen Fong, Lai Nyat Yin @ Vicky Yee, Mohd Rashid Bin Mohd Tahir, Mosina @ Richard Kastum, Normala Binti Rosik, Omar Raisul AS Salam Syah Binti Sulaiman, Hajar Rokiah Binto Saleh and Yamani Hafez Musa.

Among the 88 recipients of the Ahii Setia Darjah Kinabalu (ASDK) is Sabah and Labuan regional director First Admiral Mohd Zubil Mat Som. Also receiving the ADK award is Major Patricia Yapp who is Asia’s first female MiG-29 fighter pilot.

And altogether, there are 156 recipients for the Bintang Setia Kinabalu (BSK), 152 certificate of honour recipients. See full awards list in PAGE 10.